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Word count: 11,615 words with references, 9484 from Introduction to Conclusions 1 

Newly developed membrane contactor-based N and P recovery process: 2 
pilot-scale field experiments and cost analysis  3 

Juho Uzkurt Kaljunen1, Raed A Al-Juboori1, Anna Mikola1, Ilaria Righetto1,2, Irene Konola3  4 

1) Water and Environmental Engineering Research Group, Department of Built Environment, Aalto 5 
University, P.O. Box 15200, Aalto, FI-00076, Espoo, Finland 6 

2) Department of Environment, Land and Infrastructure Engineering, Politecnico di Torino, Corso 7 
Duca degli Abruzzi, 24, 10129 Torino, Italy 8 

3) Porvoo Water, Mestarintie 2, 06150 Porvoo, Finland 9 

Abstract: 10 

In this study, a newly developed nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) recovery process using a 11 

membrane contactor termed NPHarvest was tested with different liquid waste streams in 12 

large-scale trials. Ammonia was captured in ammonium sulfate form using a hydrophobic 13 

membrane, while phosphorus was precipitated as sludge using alkali precipitation and 14 

coagulation processes. The tested streams were selected to cover the potential liquid waste 15 

streams for nitrogen recovery and included two different mesophilic digester reject waters, 16 

landfill leachate, and separately collected urine. The NPHarvest pilot was tested with 17 

hydraulic loads in the range of 12–133 L/h. Nitrogen recovery efficiency reached a maximum 18 

of 92.5% with the reject water of mesophilic digester and a maximum ammonia flux of 481.1 19 

mg/L.h was obtained with a urine stream. A mass transfer coefficient was calculated for the 20 

four tested wastewater streams using two different approaches, resulting in two value ranges 21 

in the order of 10-3 and 10-7 m/s. It was found that the mass transfer coefficient decreased 22 

with increase in the initial nitrogen concentration. The recovery of phosphorus varied 23 

between 79% and 97%. The quality of ammonium sulfate was evaluated by employing 24 

comprehensive tests that included vegetative cells and coliphages, harmful metals, and 25 

organic micropollutant measurements. These measurements confirmed that ammonium 26 

sulfate meets the Finnish legislation requirements for agricultural use. The use of a diluted 27 

acid wash was proven to be sufficient for maintaining membrane surface properties and was 28 

confirmed by the observed insignificant loss of hydrophobicity and the mild development of 29 

fouling. Finally, the competitiveness of NPHarvest compared to existing processes was 30 

confirmed through a detailed cost analysis.    31 

Keywords: Nitrogen; Phosphorous; membrane contactor; NPHarvest; micropollutants; cost 32 

analysis 33 
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Nomenclature:  1 

a Ratio of membrane surface area to volume (1/m) 

Am Membrane surface area (m2) 

BOD7 Biological oxygen demand 

C Outlet concentration of NH3 (mg/l) at time t (sec) 

C� Inlet concentration of NH3 (mg/l) at the start of the process 

CAPEX Capital expenditure 

CAPF CAPEX fixed costs 

CAPW CAPEX working costs 

CC Contingency costs 

CC&D Design and construction cost 

Ccons Consumables cost 

Ceff,d Effluent disposal cost 

CODcr Chemical oxygen demand 

COP Cost of production 

COPF COP fixed costs 

COPV COP variable costs 

CR Raw materials cost 

CU Utilities cost 

d Diameter of membrane fiber (m) 

EDS Energy-dispersive X-ray spectrospcopy 

H Partition coefficient of NH3 

ISBL Inside battery limit 

K Overall mass transfer coefficient (m/s) 

LKD Lime kiln dust 

OSBL Outside battery limit 

PAH16 Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon 

PAX Poly aluminum chloride  

PFCs Perfluorinated compound 

PNEC Predicted no effect concentration 

PTFE Polytetrafluoroethylene 

Q Flowrate of waste stream (m3/s) 

SDG Sustainable development goals 

SEM Scanning electron microscope 

SS Suspended solids 

V f Reactor volume (m3) 

WWTP Wastewater treatment plant 

υ Feed velocity (m/s) 

2 

 3 

1. Introduction  4 
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The availability and conversion of nitrogen and phosphorus from one form to another are 1 

perplexing issues. On the one hand, these elements are important for different forms of life, 2 

as they are vital components of biological structures such as amino acids and cell DNA 3 

(Sengupta et al., 2015). Hence, they are used as fertilizers for growing crops and thus enter 4 

the food chain. On the other hand, their excessive presence on the environment can pose 5 

serious environmental and health issues. For instance, the elevated levels of gaseous N 6 

compounds, such as N2O in the atmosphere, can contribute significantly to global warming. 7 

The 20-year global warming potential of N2O was reported to be 264 times that of CO2 8 

(Pachauri et al., 2014). Nitrous oxide is not produced in the process presented in this paper. 9 

However, the process decreases the nitrogen load in the biological mainstream treatment 10 

process that produces N2O (Kampschreur et al., 2009), and this in turn can reduce greenhouse 11 

gas emissions. NH3 does not have a long life span in the atmosphere and thus does not 12 

contribute significantly to global warming, but it can have other harmful effects in the 13 

environment, such as eutrophication (Insausti et al., 2020; Behera et al., 2013) and health 14 

effects, as exposure to high NH3 concentration can affect the functions of the respiratory tract 15 

and lungs in humans (OECD, 2019). The high concentration of N compounds in an aquatic 16 

environment has also been recognized as causing health problems, such as 17 

methemoglobinemia in infants (Bakly et al., 2019). Phosphorus is also found to induce 18 

surface water eutrophication with concentration levels just above 0.02 mg/L (Daniel et al., 19 

1998).  20 

The other aspects related to N and P are the growing demand for food with the projected 21 

population increase and loss of arable land (Bruinsma, 2011) as well as the expected 22 

depletion of natural phosphorus deposits in the next 50 to 100 years (Scholz et al., 2014). The 23 

use of N and P fertilizers in agriculture can increase crop yield and help in achieving the 24 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) 2 in combating world hunger. However, the uptake of 25 

fertilizers by plants is limited, and a significant part of them  is lost to the environment (Smil, 26 

2002). Hence, it is clear from the above that there is a pressing need for developing 27 

technologies that can intervene in the current practices of handling streams rich in N and P to 28 

enable recycling these valuable elements for agricultural and other industries’ use.  29 

The focus of conventional wastewater treatment practices is directed towards removing N and 30 

P and, in some instances, exploiting P-rich sludge for agricultural application, albeit the latter 31 

has its own challenges. Recent years have witnessed the transition in the way P and N are 32 

viewed from the wastewater treatment industry perspective as they are now considered as a 33 
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resource rather than a burden. This transition led to the development of several technologies 1 

for recovering these elements. Some of these technologies—such as adsorption onto zeolite 2 

(Millar et al., 2016), and thermally driven filtration, such as membrane distillation (Zhang et 3 

al., 2014)—have only been used in small scale. These technologies have the drawbacks of 4 

intensive energy usage if extensive pre-treatment is required (Jiang et al., 2014) and mass 5 

transfer limitations (Zhang et al., 2014, Millar et al., 2016).  6 

The technologies that are used on a large scale are designed in most cases for separate 7 

recovery of nutrients, such as air stripping (Katehis et al., 1998) or an evaporation stripper 8 

(Bonmatı́ and Flotats, 2003; Ramm-Schmidt et al., 2003). These techniques are often 9 

combined with sulfuric acid contact. This technology has its own demerit—for example, low 10 

recovery efficiency for streams with low N concentration, the need for slightly elevated 11 

temperature (ca. high thirties Celsius) (Hossini et al., 2016) and the problem that air can 12 

cause to anaerobic processes when applying this technology for N recovery from side streams 13 

(Darestani et al., 2017). The cost feasibility of the established stripper technologies is 14 

compared with the technology developed by the authors in Chapter 4. Similar to N, there are 15 

many technologies that have been developed to recover P from different points in the 16 

wastewater treatment scheme. In general, there are two classifications for these techniques: 17 

aqueous phase recovery (e.g. secondary treated effluent and digester supernatant) and solid 18 

phase recovery (e.g. sewage sludge and sludge ash). The aqueous phase recovery involves the 19 

application of precipitation and crystallization for separating P. The common example for the 20 

aqueous phase recovery process is struvite precipitation, which can recover both P and N in 21 

one product. The feasibility of this process is governed by the price of the added magnesium 22 

compound. The solid phase recovery encompasses a wide range of processes, such as wet 23 

oxidation, thermal hydrolysis, chemical leaching, thermo-electric treatment and others. The 24 

practicality, energy requirement, cost-effectiveness, and environmental impact of P recovery 25 

techniques are thoroughly reviewed and discussed in Egle et al., (2016, 2015). The 26 

conclusion of these studies alluded that the challenges and benefits of P recovery 27 

technologies vary depending on several factors, such as the trade-off between the recovery 28 

efficiency and the quality of the final product, the availability of required infrastructure, and 29 

the synergy of the processes. For example, the energy requirement for the thermo-electrical 30 

method for P recovery from sewage sludge ash could reach 1000 kWh/kg of ash, depending 31 

on the specifics of the process elements (Egle et al., 2015). Compared to the above-32 

mentioned P and N recovery processes (which require high temperature and pressure or the 33 
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use of harsh chemicals), simple and practical membrane contactor technology can be used for 1 

recovery purposes with less energy use and more highly diluted chemicals. Membrane 2 

contactor technology relies on the trans-membrane chemisorption principle (Darestani et al., 3 

2017), where ammonia gas is transferred through a porous hydrophobic membrane driven by 4 

the concentration potential. Most applications of a membrane contactor for N recovery have 5 

only been tested in labs. In this study, we test a large-scale membrane contactor developed 6 

for concurrent recovery of N and P using different waste streams.   7 

To understand the ammonia transfer process, the driving forces were studied in greater detail. 8 

The driving force for the separation process in the membrane contactor is the chemical 9 

potential differences across the porous membrane (Nagy, 2018). The mass transfer in the 10 

membrane contactor system includes two processes: diffusion of NH3 from bulk liquid and 11 

absorption of the diffused NH3 by acid on the lumen side (Nagy, 2018). The transfer of NH3 12 

from one side to another is affected by three resistances: feed-side resistance for the transfer 13 

from bulk to the interface of the membrane tube, membrane resistance, and lumen-side 14 

resistance from the transfer from the interface to the acid bulk. Accordingly, there are three 15 

mass transfer coefficients for each resistance. When studying mass transfer in a membrane 16 

contactor at certain settings, the concept of an overall mass transfer coefficient is commonly 17 

applied (Drioli and Giorno, 2010).  18 

The principle of our process entails raising the pH of a waste stream to precipitate P and at 19 

the same time converting ammonium to ammonia gas and stripping the latter using 20 

membrane tubes with acid flowing in the lumen side. Previous studies on membrane 21 

contactors were based on small-scale experiments (Amaral et al., 2016; Boehler et al., 2014), 22 

except for a recent study performed by Richter et al., (2020), which highlighted the 23 

importance of reducing particle concentration in the influent to improve ammonia recovery. 24 

This concept was developed and tested on urine samples in a lab at Aalto University (Pradhan 25 

et al., 2017) as a precursor for NPHarvest. In the last couple of years, our research team has 26 

been developing this concept into a large-scale process. We call it NPHarvest. We report here 27 

a comprehensive study on testing our process in industrial environment settings using natural 28 

waste streams, such as mesophilic digesters and biogas plant reject, landfill leachate, and 29 

urine. We discuss the effect of waste stream characteristics on N and P recovery efficiency 30 

and ammonia mass transfer, quality check on the recovered products, and membrane 31 

properties change with testing. Calculations of mass transfer coefficients for different streams 32 
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were performed applying commonly used approaches. Finally, we made a cost analysis of the 1 

NPHarvest process and compared existing technologies using real-life examples. 2 

2. Materials and methods   3 

2.1. Chemicals 4 

PTFE membrane tubes were purchased from ZEUS industrial products, USA. The chemicals 5 

used in this study are mainly for controlling pH and performing coagulation/flocculation and 6 

precipitation processes. H2SO4 with a concentration of 1-2 M (provided by FF-Chemicals, 7 

Finland) was used for stripping ammonia. Concentrated NaOH (32% and 50%, provided by 8 

FF-Chemicals, Finland) and Ca(OH)2 (provided by Nordkalk, Finland) were used to raise the 9 

pH of the waste stream while being fed to the membrane contactor tank. Poly aluminum 10 

chloride (PAX XL-100) was used as a coagulant along with SUPERFLOC A120 as a 11 

coagulant aid (both provided by Kemira Chemicals Oy). Lime Kiln Dust (LKD) (provided by 12 

Nordkalk, Finland), composed of 80% CaCO3 and 20% CaO was used as a ballasting agent 13 

for improving the settleability of flocs.  14 

2.2. Waste streams  15 

Four waste streams were tested in this study for N and P recovery. These streams are 16 

Viikinmäki WWTP reject, Biogas plant reject water, urine, and Ämmäsuo landfill leachate. 17 

These waste streams were chosen to test the limits of the process in several and variable 18 

environments. These waste streams cover a wide range of suspended solids concentrations, 19 

variable ammonia levels, trace metals and pollutants. Viikinmäki WWTP reject is the 20 

separated liquid part of the digestate from the Viikinmäki WWTP wastewater sludge 21 

mesophilic digestion unit that receives the sludge of the primary and secondary settling. 22 

Detailed information about Viikinmäki WWTP can be found in Sah (2019). The Biogas plant 23 

is situated in Riihimäki, Finland, which treats 50 % municipal wastewater sludge from the 24 

chemical P removal process and 50% biowaste. The urine stream was collected from 25 

separating toilets in Tampere in 2019 and stored at room temperature until testing. The 26 

Ämmässuo leachate stream is the inflow and infiltration of a closed section of a landfill site 27 

collecting solid waste from over a million inhabitants and over 50,000 industries in the 28 

capital area of Helsinki. This leachate is normally directed to the Suomenoja wastewater 29 

treatment plant (WWTP). Table 1 summarizes the values of waste streams’ characteristics. 30 
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These were supplied by the waste streams providers. The property values of Viikinmäki 1 

WWTP reject were calculated for the year 2016 from 52 samples.  2 

As shown in Table 1, the characteristics of the waste streams vary significantly, except for 3 

urine, which has little or no variation. The characteristics were purposely selected to test the 4 

nutrient recovery efficiency of NPHarvest and membrane contactor durability with different 5 

waste streams. The initial characteristics values of the streams were measured before 6 

determining P removal and N recovery.   7 

Table 1: Minimum and maximum characteristics of waste streams 8 

Characteristics  Viikinmäki 

WWTP reject 

Biogas plant 

reject  

urine Ämmässuo 

leachate  

Total N(mg/L) 822–1250 2900–4700 3000–

3100 

990–1000 

Total P (mg/L) 9.5–47.3 49-80 1600 1.4–11 

Suspended Solids (SS) 

(mg/L) 

560–4200 1800–7200 ̶ 23–160 

BOD7 (mg/L) 322–1137 280–3200 ̶ 70–120 

CODcr (mg/L) 860–2100 10,880–13,000 ̶ 1700–1800 

pH 7.5–8.0 8.2–8.8 ̶ 7.9–8.0 

 9 

2.3. Analytical measurements  10 

Some of the analytical measurements were performed to evaluate the recovery efficiency and 11 

quality of the end products. Ammonia concentration was measured by applying the ammonia-12 

selective electrode method (4500-NH3 D) using an ammonia meter (Orion, model 290A) with 13 

three-point calibration (Rice et al., 2017). Total phosphorus was measured using the 14 

ammonium molybdate spectrometric method (ISO 6878:2004) utilizing a Shimadzu 15 

spectrophotometer (model UV-1800). Suspended solids where measured using standard 16 

method 2540 D (Rice et al., 2017). The hygienic quality of the raw reject water and the 17 

recovered nutrient and sludge of Viikinmäki WWTP reject as a model waste stream were 18 

examined. Five pathogens were selected in this study: Salmonella and E. coli as for fertilizers 19 

(as required by Finnish law) and Legionella, coliphages and clostridia spores and vegetative 20 

cells as indicators of viral contamination, and hygienization-resistant bacteria. Pathogen 21 
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measurements were performed at the Water Microbiology Laboratory of the National 1 

Institute for Health and Welfare in Kuopio. Metal and organic micropollutant analyses, 2 

particularly pharmaceuticals, perfluorinated compounds (PFCs) and polycyclic aromatic 3 

hydrocarbons (PAH16) were performed by Eurofins Environment Testing. Detailed 4 

information on standard measuring methods pathogenic, metal, and organic pollutants are 5 

provided in Konola (2019).  6 

2.4. Pilot plant 7 

A schematic for the pilot plant is shown in Figure 1. The pilot encompasses two-stage 8 

processes of waste streams, depending on the quality of the latter. A pre-treatment stage is 9 

applied to waste streams with high SS, such as Viikinmäki WWTP reject, while streams with 10 

low SS, such as urine, can be fed straight to the N recovery stage. In the pre-treatment stage, 11 

the raw wastewater is pumped to a leveling basin. Then the wastewater is pumped to the 12 

static fast mixer. PAX is fed to the line before the wastewater reaches the inlet of the static 13 

mixer. The outlet of the static mixer is fed to another fast mixing step, where polymer and 14 

LKD are injected into the line. The second fast mixing step was implemented to ensure 15 

adequate mixing of the ballasting agent with the reacting coagulants and wastewater and to 16 

improve the nucleation of the flocs. After that, the wastewater is fed to a slow mixing 17 

process, and then to the settling tank. Once the time of settlement elapses, the supernatant is 18 

fed to the N recovery stage, and the sludge is withdrawn from the bottom of the tank using a 19 

peristaltic pump. The coagulation/flocculation is conducted at a high pH of 12 using Ca(OH)2 20 

or NaOH, and hence there is no need for pH adjustment when the supernatant is pumped to 21 

the membrane contactor unit.   22 

In the N recovery stage, the stream is pumped to a pH measurement chamber if it was not 23 

pre-treated with coagulation/flocculation. The measurement of pH is recorded using a control 24 

device that sends a command to the alkaline pump to inject enough of the alkaline solution to 25 

bring the pH to the desired level for instigating ammonia gas release in the wastewater (pH = 26 

12). After that, the wastewater flows to the mixing chamber and then to the membrane 27 

contactor tank. The membrane contactor tank contains six membrane modules fixed in a 28 

circular fashion around the parabola mixer. Once all membrane modules are covered with 29 

pH-adjusted wastewater, acid circulation and mixing in the membrane contactor tank are 30 

initiated.  31 

 32 
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Figure 1: Illustration of the pilot plant. The influent temperature dictates the process temperature and the 
process does not use elevated pressures. 
 1 

2.5. Treatment procedure  2 

As explained in the previous section, the treatment conditions differ slightly from one site to 3 

another, depending on the nature of the stream and compatibility between the pilot inlet 4 

settings and line settings provided at the site. The acid flow rate for all the pilot testing was 5 

10 l/min. The acid strength for all sites was 1 M except for urine where the acid strength was 6 

2 M. The feed flow of Viikinmäki WWTP reject, Biogas plant reject water, urine and 7 

Ämmässuo leachate was 54 l/h, 12 l/h, 133.3 l/h, and 40 l/h, respectively. Also, the timeline 8 

and duration for testing of the pilot with different streams varied depending on approval from 9 

the testing sites. The testing periods for Viikinmäki WWTP reject, Biogas plant reject water, 10 

urine and Ämmässuo leachate were July 2019, October 2019, December 2019, and March 11 

2020, respectively. The membrane tolerance of long exposure to the waste stream was 12 

evaluated by leaving the contactor filled with Viikinmäki WWTP reject for about two 13 

months. This waste stream was chosen for its high performance in NPHarvest (Section 3), 14 

which represents an ideal scenario for applying NPHarvest in wastewater industrial settings.  15 
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When NPHarvest started running, samples were periodically collected from influent, effluent, 1 

and the acid circulation line. Samples were stored in a cold temperature (~ 4°C) and 2 

transferred for later analyses. After the testing period was completed, the tanks were emptied 3 

and cleaned with tap water. The membrane modules were acid-washed with 0.1M HCl when 4 

moving between sites to ensure the removal of fouling and restore membrane permeability.   5 

2.6. Membrane characterization  6 

The membrane fibers used were AeosTM ePTFE provided by Zeus Inc. The membrane is 7 

hydrophobic, gas permeable and has exceptional chemical resistance. The fibers used in this 8 

study had a 10±0.381 mm inside diameter, a 1.0 mm wall thickness, a density of 0.45±0.15 9 

g/cm3, and an internodal distance between 10 and 30 microns. Internodal distance describes 10 

the distance between non-stretched sections of the membrane and functions much like pore 11 

size for the purpose of diffusion. It’s high resistance to harsh chemicals and hydrophobicity 12 

makes it the perfect candidate for membrane contactor application as compared to other 13 

membrane materials (Mishra, 2018). The membrane is a vital part of the process, and 14 

monitoring its integrity is essential. Hence, it is important to track the change in the 15 

membrane characteristics before and after using it with tested waste streams. The change in 16 

morphology and elements of the membrane surface were captured using Scanning Electron 17 

Microscopy (SEM) (JEOL, Model JSM-6000 Plus) equipped with Energy Dispersive 18 

Spectroscopy (EDS) (JEOL JSM-7500FA) at accelerating voltage and probe current of 10 kV 19 

and 7.475 nA, respectively. The alteration in membrane surface hydrophobicity was tracked 20 

using a Theta Optical Tensiometer provided by Biolin Scientific. 21 

2.7. Ammonia mass transfer coefficient calculations 22 

The overall mass transfer coefficient for ammonia transfer across the porous membrane for 23 

the tested waste streams was calculated based on the common approaches used in the 24 

literature. Two approaches were applied in this study. The first and common approach is 25 

based on film diffusion theory for targeted species (i.e. NH3), where the rate of transfer is 26 

directly related to the product of the overall mass transfer coefficient, interfacial area (surface 27 

area of membrane tubes), and the concentration difference, as illustrated in Equation 1. The 28 

integration of Equation 1 for concentration and time produces Equation 2, which can be used 29 

to estimate the overall mass transfer coefficient of the NH3 recovery process (Zarebska et al., 30 

2017, 2012). The second approach was originally developed by Qi and Cussler through 31 

conducting mass balance on the absorbed gas on a differential length of dz of a single fiber 32 
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coupled with the mass balance of the feed and acid reservoirs (Equations 3 and 4 (Qi and 1 

Cussler, 1985)). The term C* denotes the concentration of ammonia gas that would exist in 2 

the liquid phase if it were in equilibrium with the acid. This concentration can be calculated 3 

with Equation 5 (Cussler, 2009). After integrating Equations 3 and 4 with the substitution of 4 

boundary limits of the differential length (z varies between 0 and L) and concentration and 5 

time (t = 0, C = C0 ; t = t, C = C) with the incorporation of the C* definition, the final form of 6 

the second approach is produced, as shown in Equation 6. The second approach was utilized 7 

for mass transfer coefficient calculations in several previous studies (Ahn et al., 2011; 8 

Semmens et al., 1990). For more details on the derivation of the second approach, see these 9 

sources (Cussler, 2009; Qi and Cussler, 1985). The symbols used in equations 1–6 are 10 

defined in the Nomenclature section.   11 

The two approaches consider the effect of different parameters on ammonia transfer. The first 12 

approach relates ammonia decrease in the feed solution over time—or in other words, 13 

ammonia recovery over time directly to the mass transfer coefficient and membrane area and 14 

inversely to the volume. In comparison, the second approach relates ammonia recovery over 15 

time to feed flow rate and volume along with mass transfer coefficient, surface area to 16 

volume of membrane tubes, membrane length and feed velocity. The difference in the two 17 

approaches got authors interested in exploring the difference in the produced values of the 18 

mass transfer coefficient of these approaches. This also enables us to compare our results 19 

with previous studies that used the two approaches separately.      20 

��
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3. Results and discussions    2 

3.1. Nitrogen recovery  3 

Ammonia recovery over the whole test period for the examined waste streams is shown in 4 

Figure 2. It is noteworthy that the data presented in Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5 represent single-5 

point measurements, as repeating a test can be challenging in industrial settings, where 6 

continuous processes are normally implemented and repeating tests would require stopping 7 

the process to clean the units to eliminate the effect of existing wastewater in the system from 8 

previous tests. Even with such laborious practices, the effect of the influent quality variation 9 

over time on removal measurements cannot be eliminated. Hence, a single-point 10 

measurement can be regarded as acceptable in this case when it is consistently applied to 11 

other waste streams’ tests. 12 

The highest ammonia recovery was achieved with urine, followed by Ämmässuo leachate 13 

and then Viikinmäki WWTP reject. Ammonia recovery rates represented by the slopes of the 14 

fitting lines in Figure 2 for urine, Ämmässuo leachate, and Viikinmäki WWTP reject were 15 

366, 210 and 95 mg/L.h, respectively. In comparison, biogas plant reject water produced a 16 

negative slope (-0.8), which is likely due to the stoppage of the ammonia transfer across the 17 

membrane caused by the accumulation of a high concentration of suspended solids on the 18 

membrane and the technical problems experienced with this stream, resulting in inaccurate 19 

measurements. The errors of the obtained slopes were calculated using the LINEST function 20 

in Excel—the results for urine, Ämmässuo leachate, Viikinmäki WWTP reject and the  21 

Biogas plant reject were 7.2, 5.3, 59.3, and 4.6, respectively. This shows that the error for the 22 

Biogas plant reject slope is very high, making the data unreliable for further analysis. So this 23 

stream will be excluded when calculating the ammonia recovery efficiency and mass transfer 24 

coefficient. When considering the characteristics of the tested stream, one can deduce that the 25 

higher the nitrogen concentration is, and the lower the suspended solids are, the higher the 26 

ammonia recovery (calculated as the ammonia concentration difference between contactor 27 

influent and effluent) is achieved. This observation is line with the findings in the literature. 28 
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In Pradhan et al. (2017), a similar technique was applied to recover nitrogen using Ca(OH)2 1 

to increase pH and capture ammonia in sulfuric acid on a lab scale. The reported nitrogen 2 

recovery efficiency was 85–99%. Comparing this to the NPHarvest pilot scale highlights the 3 

challenges related to process upscaling. Process efficiencies seem to decrease when moving 4 

from lab scale to the field. Economically, it is often better to aim for slightly lower recovery. 5 

Also, subprocesses—such as the mixing regime in the contactor—might need to be optimized 6 

to achieve the highest recovery possible. 7 

In addition to the suspended solids and ammonia initial concentration, the feed flow rate and 8 

the strength of the stripping acid might have also influenced ammonia recovery trends in 9 

waste streams (Damtie et al., 2020). Increasing the feed flow is one of the strategies that can 10 

increase ammonia recovery, as it replenishes the reactor with ammonia from the fresh 11 

influent more often. Increasing the feed flow can also increase the flow velocity close to the 12 

membrane interface, decreasing the concentration polarization effect. Both effects lead to an 13 

increase in the ammonia transfer across the membrane (Hwang et al., 2012). However, this is 14 

valid for streams that have low suspended solids, as in the case of synthetic samples (Lai et 15 

al., 2013) or the case of urine in this study. For streams with high suspended solids, there is 16 

an increased chance of membrane fouling with more solids introduced to the system as the 17 

flow increases (Guo et al., 2012), and this may partially explain the superiority of ammonia 18 

recovery with the urine stream compared to other streams, as it was operated in a feed flow 19 

that was 2 to 10 times  higher than other tested steams. Regarding the effect of acid strength 20 

on ammonia recovery, it is process-specific and depends on the concentration of the ammonia 21 

in the feed solution and operating conditions such as feed flow and stripping acid flow. It was 22 

explained that using a low acid concentration leads to a fast drop in the pH gradient across 23 

the membrane resulting in reduction in ammonia transfer (Damtie et al., 2020). On the other 24 

hand, concentrated acid has a high viscosity, which could negatively affect the ammonia 25 

transfer across the membrane (Jiahui et al., 2008) and may lead to concentration polarization, 26 

which too can cripple ammonia transfer (Damtie et al., 2020). This means that the acid 27 

concentration can be ruled out as one of the main factors that resulted in the high ammonia 28 

recovery with urine.   29 

 30 
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Figure 2: Ammonia recovery in acid for the four tested waste streams for the whole test period.  
 1 

The recovery rates represented by the slope of the fitting straight lines are highest for the first 2 

24 hours of the test. The 24h slopes for urine, Ämmässuo leachate, and Viikinmäki WWTP 3 

reject were 481, 258, and 127, respectively. This is due to several factors such as the 4 

development of ammonium sulfate species, as shown in Equations 7 (Damtie et al., 2020), 5 

and the possible accumulation of leached water across the membrane. Since the acid was 6 

circulated in this study, pH rises in the acid, decreasing the chemical potential gradient 7 

driving force for ammonia transfer. As for the water leached across the membrane, this may 8 

occur due to two mechanisms: (1) the development of osmotic distillation pressure due to the 9 

difference in vapor pressure across the membrane derived by the exothermic reactions on the 10 

acid side and (2) the wetting of the membrane over time. Based on the observation in the 11 

literature, it appears that the temperature increase in the acid occurs only in the first two 12 

hours and then equilibrates (Damtie et al., 2020). On the other hand, membrane wetting 13 

through fouling development may kick off after the first few hours of operation. Hence, it can 14 

be said that the water vapor may first transfer across the membrane through osmotic pressure 15 

and then through membrane wetting. This effect further decreases the process efficiency, 16 

since diffusion coefficients are lower in wetted membranes (Lu et al., 2008). However, 17 

contact angle measurements confirmed that there was a minimal loss of hydrophobicity in the 18 

tests (see Section 3.4) indicating that the drop in NH3 transfer was mainly due to the decrease 19 
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in chemicals potential. Fouling and wetting are common problems in any membrane process. 1 

The authors believe that using cleaning and regenerative methods that modify the membrane 2 

surface chemistry to prolong its working lifetime is the most feasible option economically. 3 

Since the membrane contactor system operates under low pressure, the effects of fouling and 4 

wetting is less severe than in other membrane processes (such as pressure-driven filtration) 5 

and can probably be easier to rectify. In fact, restoring membrane surface properties is part of 6 

our ongoing research efforts towards improving the efficiency and cost-effectiveness of the 7 

NPHarvest process.    8 

 

,�- + ��/01 

 ,�1�/01 pH<1  

       (7) ⇋ (,�1)�/01 + ,�1�/01 1<pH<3 

 (,�1)�/01 pH>3 

 9 

The overall mass transfer coefficient of ammonia transfer with the four waste streams was 10 

calculated and plotted against the initial ammonia concentration in the feed using approaches 11 

1 and 2 (Figure 3 and Figure 4, respectively). Both approaches resulted in similar trends of 12 

power decay trend with the initial concentration. Our results are consistent with those 13 

reported by (Lauterböck et al., 2012), where the mass transfer coefficient had a similar 14 

declining power trend with initial ammonia concentration, as indicated by the dashed line (Y 15 

= aX-b). Approach 2 resulted in mass transfer coefficient values that are four orders of 16 

magnitude higher than Approach 1. With both approaches, the mass transfer coefficient for 17 

Viikinmäki WWTP reject was always the highest, whereas urine had the lowest mass transfer 18 

coefficient. Our results agree with the results reported in previous studies (Ahn et al., 2011; 19 

Hwang et al., 2012; Kartohardjono et al., 2015; Lauterböck et al., 2012; Semmens et al., 20 

1990). The mass transfer coefficient was also found to be directly related to the feed and acid 21 

flow and inversely to the concentration of suspended solids in the feed (Hwang et al., 2012). 22 

When reflecting on the operating conditions and characteristics of the tested waste streams in 23 

this study, it can be noticed that the effect of feed flow and suspended solids on the mass 24 

transfer coefficient holds true for Viikinmäki WWTP reject and Ämmässuo leachate but it is 25 

not valid for the urine stream. This could be attributed to the stronger effect of the initial high 26 

concentration of ammonia as opposed to the combined effect of feed flow and suspended 27 

solids. Although the acid flow rate was maintained at the same level in all tests, at higher acid 28 

flow rate, more fresh acid molecules are brought to the lumen side, leading to better ammonia 29 

transfer. However, the increase in ammonia recovery as the acid flow increases only reaches 30 
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a certain level, after which the increase is minimal (Kaljunen, 2018). The correlation between 1 

the mass transfer coefficient and other parameters (such as feed pH and flow rate) is 2 

important, testing such correlations was outside the scope of this study. The authors plan to 3 

study these correlations in their future work. 4 

The effect of the mass transfer coefficient is clear on the recovery efficiency of ammonia 5 

(Figure 5), where Viikinmäki WWTP reject achieved the highest recovery efficiency of more 6 

than 90% while urine had the lowest recovery efficiency. Figure 5 shows that recovery 7 

efficiency fluctuates greatly with time. This could be due to variation in the influent quality 8 

over time and the production of ammonium salts explained earlier as well as the stoppages of 9 

operations, which leads to the development of concentration polarization on both sides of the 10 

membrane, which takes some time for the operation to get over.     11 

  
Figure 3: Mass transfer coefficient vs. ammonia initial concentration for the tested streams based on the first 
approach. 
 12 
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Figure 4: Mass transfer coefficient vs. ammonia initial concentration for the three tested streams based on the 
second approach. 
 1 

  
Figure 5: Ammonia recovery efficiency for tested waste streams.  
 2 

3.2. Quality of NPHarvest products—Viikinmäki WWTP reject as a model  3 

The NPHarvest process produces recovered nitrogen in the form of ammonium sulfate and 4 

hygienized sludge rich with phosphorus. The potential for direct or indirect use of these 5 

products for agricultural purposes is determined by their quality benchmarked against the 6 

legislation of the jurisdiction where they are intended to be used. For this study, the Finnish 7 

legislation regulatory limits will be applied, where applicable to evaluate the quality of the 8 
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products. As mentioned in Section 2.3, all the measurements related to the quality of the 1 

products were carried out by external laboratory services. The results presented in this section 2 

were part of an earlier work conducted on the NPHarvest project by Konola (2019) in her 3 

Master’s thesis, though not peer reviewed. The results are summarized here, while further 4 

details can be found in (Konola, 2019).  5 

Table 2 shows the microbial contents of the Viikinmäki WWTP reject along with the 6 

produced ammonium sulfate solution and hygienized sludge. The latter is referred to as 7 

hygienized sludge due to the elevated pH level, which has biocidal effects. It can be seen that 8 

all of the measured microbes in Viikinmäki WWTP reject were not detected in ammonium 9 

sulfate and the hygienized sludge. When reflecting on Finnish legislation requirements 10 

(Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry on Fertiliser Products, 2013), both ammonium sulfate 11 

and hygienized sludge can safely be used directly for agricultural purposes, given the absence 12 

of Salmonella and their E. coli levels are within the acceptable limit. Finnish legislation 13 

regulations do not apply to Clostridia spore and vegetative cells, which are regarded as one of 14 

the most resistant microorganisms to disinfection treatments (Tao et al., 2014), neither 15 

Legionella nor coliphages. Ammonium sulfate was free form all contaminants. However, the 16 

sludge is not recommended for use with crops where edible plant parts are in contact with the 17 

growing media due to the presence of clostridia spore and vegetative cells. Legionella and 18 

coliphages were not detected in the sludge. 19 

Table 2: Bacteria and virus analysis for Viikinmäki WWTP reject and its products: hygienized sludge from pre-20 

treatment and ammonia salt from membrane contactor.   21 

Measured species  Reject stream Ammonium sulfate Hygienized sludge 
E.coli (CFU/ml) 400 <0.01 <1 
Salmonella  Detected  Not detected Not detected 
Sulfite reducing clostridia spores (CFU/ml) 4 800 <0.01 2 300 
Sulfite reducing  
clostridia, vegetative  
cells (CFU/ml) 

18 000 <0.01 3 600 

Somatic coliphages  
(PFU/ml) 

42 ̶ Not detected 

F specific coliphages  
(PFU/ml) 

0.03 ̶ Not detected 

Legionella culturing  
(PFU/ml) 

Not detected Not detected Not detected 

Legionella qPCR ge- 
nus level DNA  
(GC/ml) 

1 800 Not detected Not detected 

Legionella qPCR ge- 
nus level RNA  
(GC/ml) 

5 200 000 Not detected Not detected 

Legionella qPCR L.  Detected Not detected Not detected 
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pneumophila seroty- 
pes 1-15, DNA  
(GC/ml) 
 1 

Table 3 presents the results of the analysis of the metal content in NPHarvest products. The 2 

laboratory provided the results of the centrifuged sludge in mg/l and the values were 3 

converted to mg/kg dry matter. The legislative limits are only defined for heavy metals such 4 

as arsenic and lead. It is clear that ammonium sulfate and hygienized centrifuged sludge 5 

contents of hazardous metals were well below the legislative limits, making it a safe product 6 

for direct use without further refining. This makes both products suitable for direct use for 7 

agricultural purposes from a metal content standpoint.  8 

Table 3:  Metal analysis for Viikinmäki WWTP reject and its products: hygienized sludge from pre-treatment 9 

and ammonia salt from the membrane contactor. 10 

Metals 
(mg/kg) 

Reject 
stream� 

Ammoniu
m sulfate 

Centrifuged 
Hygienized 
sludge 

Maximum 
legislative 
limit 
(mg/kg of 
dry 
matter) 

Methodological 
uncertainty 
(%) 

    

As 14.30 <0.005 0.097 25 20     
B 51.00 <0.05 <0.13 ̶ 25     
Hg 0.19 <0.0001 0.05 1.0 25     
Cd 0.24 <0.0002 0.0067 1.5 20     
K 83,673.50 0.97 6154 ̶ 30     
Ca 97,959.20 6.6 4615 ̶ 20     
Co 20.40 0.016 0.36 ̶ 20     
Cr 15.30 0.32 0.16 3001 20     
Cu 112.25 0.18 0.82 6002 20     
Pb 3.60 0.017 0.5 100 20     
Mg 30,612.25 0.18 51 ̶ 20     
Mn 83.70 0.22 2.8 ̶ 20     
Mo 25.50 0.19 0.041 ̶ 20     
Na 84,693.90 1.4 1615 ̶ 20     
Ni 79.60 1.2 0.64 100 20     
Fe 19,387.75 6.9 56 ̶ 20     
S 34,693.90 20,000 192 ̶ 22     
Se 6.25 <0.0010 0.064 ̶ 20     
Zn 132.65 1.2 0.5 15002 20     
� Calculated based on the mass of suspended solids, 

1 
The threshold for Cr 6+ is 2.0 mg/kg of dry matter, 

2
 Higher limits are permitted when a 

shortage of the metals in the soil is established. 

 

 11 

The measured harmful organic pollutants in the products were classified as pharmaceuticals, 12 

PAH16 substances, and PFCs.  13 

Table 4 presents the results of the common pharmaceuticals measured in this study. In 14 

general, the amount of measured pharmaceuticals in ammonium sulfate is much less than 15 
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those in reject stream, except for 5-methylbenzotriazol. This is likely due to the high 1 

uncertainty of the measurements because, given the high boiling point of 5-2 

methylbenzotriazol (>200°C) (Royal Society of Chemistry, 2020) and low hydrophobicity 3 

(log Kow of 1.89) (Alotaibi et al., 2015), the transfer of this compound across the membrane is 4 

unlikely to take place under the applied operating conditions in this study. When comparing 5 

the pharmaceutical concentration of the sludge with those of the reject stream, it can be seen 6 

that few compounds were higher. This may be explained by the uncertainty of the 7 

measurements as well as the accumulation of these compounds over the course of the runs. 8 

With respect to benchmarking the measured pharmaceuticals against the permissible limits, 9 

there are no mandated limits set by Finnish authorities for such compounds. Thus, the authors 10 

have utilized the knowledge available in the literature using PNEC (predicted no effect 11 

concentration) values, as shown in Table 4. Despite the variation in PNEC values in the 12 

literature, ammonium sulfate still has much lower limits, making it a safe product for direct 13 

use. However, the concentration of some pharmaceuticals in the sludge were slightly higher 14 

than the reported PNEC. Despite the concerns surrounding the effect of pharmaceuticals 15 

accompanying the use of recycled wastewater products on human health and the 16 

environment, a study conducted by (Viskari et al., 2018) presented several studies that argued 17 

that some pharmaceuticals are prone to biodegradation and photo-degradation, which 18 

alleviates such concerns. However, the lack of conclusive studies on this subject encourages 19 

us to stay below the recommended safe limits of pharmaceuticals when discussing their 20 

possible use for agricultural applications. This indicates the need for further processing of the 21 

sludge to utilize its contents.     22 

Table 4:  Pharmaceutical analysis for Viikinmäki WWTP reject and its products vs reported PNEC values in the 23 

literature.  24 

Selected 
pharmaceuticals 
(µg/l) 

Reject 
stream 

Ammonium 
sulfate 

Hygienized 
sludge 

PNEC1 PNEC2 Methodological 
uncertainty 
(%) 

 

5-methylbenzotriazol <1.00 2.90 6.60 51.6 ̶ 55  
Benzotriazol <4.00 0.81 2.40 19 ̶ 45  
Caffeine 3.20 0.95 5.30 46 ̶ 44  
Sertraline and 
norsertraline 

0.72 0.13 0.39 ̶ ̶ 48  

Diclofenac 1.40 <0.05 1.30 22 0.1 46  
Carbamazepine 0.77 <0.05 0.60 76.3 4.92 40  
Clozapine 1.10 <0.05 1.10 ̶ ̶ 28  
Lamotrigine 4.40 <0.05 3.00 ̶ ̶ 48  
Losartan 5.40 <0.05 3.70 ̶ ̶ 48  
Metoprolol 0.53 <0.05 0.56 ̶ 58.3 46  
Cetirizine 4.70 <0.05 4.10 ̶ ̶ 45  
Bisoprolol (ß- <1.00 <0.10 0.43 ̶ ̶ 52  
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Adrenergics) 
Atorvastatin <1.00 <0.10 0.59 ̶ ̶ 44  
Desloratadine <0.50 <0.05 0.13 ̶ ̶ 41  
Fenazon <0.50 <0.05 0.07 ̶ ̶ 34  
Hydrocortison <1.00 <0.10 1.00 ̶ ̶ 44  
Ibuprofen <10.00 <5.00 12.00 9.02 7.1 44  
Quetiapine <0.50 <0.05 0.24 ̶ ̶ 40  
Ketoconazole <1.00 <0.10 0.14 ̶ ̶ 43  
Mirtazapin <0.50  <0.05 0.15 ̶ ̶ 43  
Propanolol <1.00 <0.10 0.13 ̶ ̶ 45  
Citalopram <1.00  <0.10 0.18 ̶ ̶ 50  
1 (Matamoros et al., 2015) 
2 (Äystö et al., 2014)  
 

 

 1 

The PAH16 substances of NPHarvest products are presented in Table 5. Similar to the 2 

pharmaceuticals, the concentrations of PAH16 in the sludge were higher than those of the 3 

reject stream. Based on the recommended limit 6 mg/kg of dry matter for the sum of PAH16 4 

by the European Commission expert group on Fertilizing Products (Commission expert group 5 

on Fertilising Products, 2020) of, both ammonium sulfate and sludge seem to be safe for 6 

direct use from this perspective. As for PFC measurements, there was no detected amount in 7 

ammonium sulfate solution, while the reject streams and sludge showed some low 8 

concentrations of these substances, as shown in Table 6. The PFO concentration in the sludge 9 

was slightly higher than that of the reject stream. The maximum allowed concentration of 10 

PFOs based on the environmental standard for quality is 7.2–36 µg/l (Finnish Water Utilities 11 

Association, 2018), and the sludge content did not exceed this limit. When considering all the 12 

quality indicators examined in this work, one can conclude that ammonium sulfate is safe for 13 

direct use. However, the sludge may require treatment to be used directly or indirectly as a 14 

fertilizing product.   15 

Table 5:  PAH16 analysis for Viikinmäki WWTP reject and its products.  16 

PAH16 species (µg/l) Reject stream Ammonium 
sulfate 

Hygienized 
sludge 

Methodological 
uncertainty 
(%) 

Acenaphthene 0.050 <0.005 0.067 22 
Acenaphthylene <0.050  <0.005 <0.050 25 
Anthracene <0.050  <0.005 0.063 18 
Benzo(a)anthracene 0.050  <0.001 0.070 28 
Benzo(b)fluoranthene 0.061  <0.001 0.088 25 
Benzo(k)fluoranthene 0.014  <0.001 0.016 27 
Benzo(a)pyrene 0.025  <0.00017 0.031 26 
Benzo(ghi)perylene 0.034  <0.0005 0.035 17 
Dibenzo(ah)anthracene 0.006  <0.0005 0.008 23 
Phenanthrene 0.220 0.007 0.310 20 
Fluorene 0.059  <0.005 0.079 22 
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Fluoranthene 0.150 <0.005 0.230 23 
Chrysene 0.045  <0.001 0.074 20 
Indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene 0.013  <0.0005 0.014 17 
Naphthalene 0.140 <0.010 0.150 22 
Pyrene 0.150  <0.005 0.220 20 
SUM 1.017 0.007 1.455  
 1 

Table 6:  PFC levels for Viikinmäki WWTP reject and its sludge.  2 

PFCs species (µg/l) Reject stream Hygienized 
sludge 

Methodological 
uncertainty 
(%) 

  

PFOA 0.008 0.005 22   
PFOS 0.021  0.035 24   
6:2 FTS 0.015  0.013 31   

 3 

3.3. Phosphorus recovery 4 

The previous section discussed treating sludge to extract its useful content for recycling. This 5 

section addresses phosphorus recovery, given its importance as a plant nutrient. Here, we will 6 

only report on the phosphorus removed from reject streams, either with the aid of 7 

precipitation due to raising the pH (without pre-treatment) or coagulation/flocculation and 8 

precipitation (with pre-treatment). In the future, we plan to investigate ways of extracting the 9 

phosphorous from precipitated sludge. The direct application of p-rich sludge for agricultural 10 

purposes is possible, depending on local legislative requirements and attitudes.  11 

Figure 6 shows phosphorus removal for all the tested waste streams. Biogas plant reject has 12 

the highest phosphorus removal of 97% followed by urine, Ämmässuo leachate, and then 13 

Viikinmäki WWTP reject with removal of 85%, 82%, and 79%, respectively. Phosphorus 14 

removal for low suspended solids streams (urine and Ämmässuo leachate) was achieved 15 

through precipitation by raising the pH. Phosphorus removal for high suspended solids 16 

streams (Viikinmäki WWTP reject and Biogas plant reject) was achieved with precipitation 17 

and coagulation-flocculation. The likely reaction paths for the precipitation are the formation 18 

of calcium phosphate (Equation 4) and struvite (Equation 5) (Ferguson et al., 1973; Stratful et 19 

al., 2001). Phosphorus precipitation with calcium requires the access of the latter (i.e., Ca/P 20 

molar ratio >5) (Ferguson et al., 1973). Similarly, the precipitation of struvite requires a 21 

minimum molar ratio of 1:1:1 and excess amounts of all the constituents (Stratful et al., 22 

2001). This may explain the close removal percentages for Ämmässuo and urine despite the 23 

high phosphorus concentration of urine compared to Ämmässuo. Calcium and magnesium 24 

concentrations in Ämmässuo leachate are about 18 and 5 times higher than the phosphorus, 25 
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where the levels of these cations were much lower than that of phosphorus in the urine 1 

stream.   2 

5�45� + 370&- + 0�& →  �49(701)-0� (:) ↓        (8) 

   3 

�701
&- + <=5� + ,�1

5 + 6��0 →  <=,�1701 ∙ 6��0 (:) ↓ +�5         (9) 

 4 

Phosphorus removal with coagulation takes place in three main possible scenarios: metal-PO4 5 

formation, metal-hydroxy-PO4 complexes formation, and adsorption onto metal hydroxides 6 

(Manamperuma et al., 2016). However, the formation of metal-PO4 is unlikely to occur in the 7 

typical wastewater treatment environment (Smith et al., 2007) because the alkalinity of 8 

wastewater neutralizes the acidity of the coagulants, producing hydrous metal oxides. Given 9 

that our reject streams are tested in such an environment, this mechanism can be ruled out. 10 

The higher phosphorus removal observed with Biogas plant reject compared to Viikinmäki 11 

WWTP reject could be attributed to the higher phosphorus concentration, which overpowered 12 

the negative effect of high suspended solids in Biogas plant reject in contrast to Viikinmäki 13 

WWTP reject.          14 

 

 

Figure 6: Phosphorus removal from tested waste streams 
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 1 

3.4. Membrane status  2 

The status of the membrane was checked by monitoring the change in the surface properties 3 

and chemical composition. Figure 7 illustrates the SEM images and EDS analyses of the 4 

virgin and fouled membrane after using it with the four different streams. The elements of the 5 

virgin and fouled membranes detected by EDS are presented in Table 7. Figure 7a shows a 6 

typical PTFE surface with the main detected elements being F and C. Figure 7b shows the 7 

accumulated foulants on the membrane surface after exposing it to four different waste 8 

streams for about three months with acid washing events between testing. It can be inferred 9 

from the elemental analysis of the fouled membrane that both organic fouling (indicated by a 10 

rise in oxygen mass percentage) and inorganic fouling (indicated by the rise of other 11 

elements’ mass percentages) occurred on the membrane surface. The highest inorganic 12 

foulants were phosphorus and calcium, as expected because the formal precipitate from 13 

raising the pH and the latter was used as a pH adjustment agent in the form of Ca(OH)2. 14 

Similar fouling compositions were observed by a study recently conducted on the use of 15 

membrane distillation for the simultaneous recovery of nitrogen and phosphorus (Qiu et al., 16 

2020).  17 
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(a) 

  

(b) 

Figure 7: SEM images and EDS spectrum of (a) virgin membrane and (b) fouled membrane. 

 1 

Table 7: Virgin and fouled membrane sample elements.   2 

Elements  Virgin membrane 
mass (%) 

Fouled membrane 
mass (%) 

F 69.97 41.59 

C 30.03 31.61 

O ̶ 12.87 

P ̶ 5.40 

Ca ̶ 5.24 

Si ̶ 1.47 

S ̶ 0.99 

Al ̶ 0.46 

Mg ̶ 0.36 

 3 
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The penetration of the fouling layer through the cross-section of the membrane was 1 

examined, and an overlay map of the fouling main elements was developed (Figure 8). The 2 

deposition of phosphorus and oxygen-containing compounds is clear on the membrane 3 

surface (indicated by red and green dots). The presence of these elements on the membrane 4 

blocked the transmission of the X-ray signal of F, while C increased, as it is associated with 5 

organic fouling. Similar observations were reported in a previous study that used the PTFE 6 

membrane with wastewater (Zhu et al., 2018). However, P was not detected as a major 7 

foulant in the latter study, as precipitation of P was not induced. The effect of fouling on 8 

membrane hydrophobicity was investigated using contact angle measurements with distilled 9 

water (see Figure 9). The measured contact angle values in this study are consistent with the 10 

reported values in the literature for PTFE in the range of 120–125° (Brennan et al., 2020). 11 

Despite the use of the membrane for a decent period of time with real waste streams, the loss 12 

of hydrophobicity was clearly insignificant (only about one degree of loss in the contact 13 

angle). This highlights the robustness of the developed membrane contactor setup for use 14 

with various waste characteristics. The insignificant effect of fouling development on 15 

membrane characteristics could be attributed to effective pre-treatment on removing solids 16 

and other fouling constituents as well as the impact of mixing on foulant deposition inside the 17 

reactor. Additionally, applying the minimal maintenance of diluted acid-washing after the 18 

completion of the run with each waste stream also contributed to minimizing the 19 

accumulation of foulants over time.    20 

 21 

  

Figure 8: Cross section of a fouled membrane with an overlay map of 
prominent fouling elements. 
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 1 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 9: Contact angle of (a) virgin membranes and (b) fouled membranes.  
 2 

4. Cost estimation, scale up and comparison with conventional strippers  3 

A detailed cost estimation of the membrane contactor unit constructed and tested in this study 4 

applied the principles of an engineering process cost evaluation reported in (Humphreys, 5 

2004; Towler and Sinnott, 2012). Air and evaporation stripping were chosen as mature 6 

technology focused solely on nitrogen (Van der Hoek et al., 2018). Recovery through struvite 7 

should also address costs related to phosphorus recovery and thus was excluded from this 8 

evaluation. The total cost (C) associated with nitrogen and phosphorus recovery using our 9 

membrane contactor unit can be divided into capital cost (CAPEX) and cost of production 10 

(COP). Each cost component comprises of several elements. CAPEX includes fixed cost 11 

(CAPF) and working cost (CAPW). CAPF consists of the cost of the unit itself (“inside battery 12 

limit” (ISBL)), cost of unit modification (“outside battery limit” (OSBL)), design and 13 

construction (CD&C) cost, and contingency charges (CC). The capital cost and its fixed 14 

components can be expressed as follows: 15 

�	7@A =  �	7B + �	7C  (10) 

 16 

�	7B =  D/EF + 0/EF + �G&I + �J  (11) 

 17 

Almost all the cost components estimates are based on ISBL and OSBL figures. The capital 18 

working cost is commonly estimated to be 15% of ISBL, plus OSBL for chemical production 19 

processes. CAPW include cost components related to spare parts for equipment, maintaining 20 
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inventories for raw materials and products and cash on hand. For this study’s case, where 1 

there is no need for feed and product inventories, CAPW can conveniently be assumed to be 2 

5% of ISBL plus OSBL. For the size of our pilot, OSBL is estimated to be 40% of ISBL, 3 

whereas both CC&D and CC are estimated to be 10% of ISBL plus OSBL each. When applying 4 

these percentages, Equation 10 can be reduced to  5 

�	7@A =  1.61 D/EF  (12) 

 6 

Knowing the cost of the membrane contactor unit, we can now adequately estimate CAPEX 7 

for nutrient recovery with this technology.  8 

COP consists of fixed costs (COPF) and variable costs (COPV), as expressed in Equation 13. 9 

COPF include the cost of maintenance, insurance, labor, rent and taxes, interest, and corporate 10 

overhead charges. The first two can be estimated from the ISBL value. The maintenance cost 11 

for equipment that handles liquids and gases (as is the case with the membrane contactor) is 12 

estimated to be 3% of ISBL, while insurance is estimated to be 1% of ISBL plus OSBL. For 13 

other components of the fixed operation costs, the membrane contactor is expected to be 14 

utilized as a unit integrated into an existing treatment scheme fir the waste stream. Hence, 15 

those cost figures can be ignored in this study. COPV involve raw materials cost (CR), utilities 16 

cost (CU), consumables cost (Ccons), and effluent disposal cost (Ceff,d). CR and Ceff,d can be 17 

ignored, as the raw material for the process is the waste stream. And as mentioned previously, 18 

the process is to be combined with an existing treatment regime, so the disposal cost should 19 

already be covered by the existing system. Ccons and CU can be easily calculated based on the 20 

energy and acids and alkali solution consumption of the trials conducted at different sites in 21 

this study. Incorporating the above into Equation 13 produces a new form of the equation 22 

expressed in more specific terms (Equation 14).    23 

�07 =  �07B + �07L     (13) 

 24 

�07 =  0.044 D/EF + �JMNO + �P     (14) 

 25 

The total cost for nitrogen and phosphorus recovery using the configuration of the membrane 26 

contactor developed in this study can now be estimated by combining equations 12 and 14. 27 

The resulting cost figures are valid for the tested capacity of the membrane contactor. In 28 

order to properly compare this technology with well-developed technologies such as 29 
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ammonia strippers, the costs need to be scaled up. CAPEX can be scaled up using the 1 

economy of scale formulas (equations 15 and 16), while COP on a larger scale can be 2 

calculated using Equation 10 for larger required amounts of energy and consumables. 3 

  4 

G�QRST
UT

=  4  /�
N&V     (15) 

 5 

4 =  G�QRSW
UW

X      (16) 

 6 

where S1 and S2 are the capacity of the smaller and larger processes (m3/year), and the 7 

exponent n is a constant that is commonly assumed to be 0.6 for chemical processes.   8 

 9 

The membrane contactor unit building cost was around 25,000 €. The unit was updated by 10 

integrating an automated pre-treatment process that handles waste streams with high solids, 11 

which brought the cost to 70,000 €, including engineering consultation costs. Based on this 12 

cost figure and Equation 10, the estimated CAPEX for the whole unit was 112,700 €. If we 13 

scale up the capacity of our nutrient recovery unit of 800 m3/year to a real-life wastewater 14 

treatment plant capacity based on the Finnish environment—i.e., 2500 m3/day (662 600 15 

m3/year) (Viikinmäki WWTP reject wastewater treatment plant)— and apply equations 15 16 

and 16 yield would have an estimated CAPEX of 7,631,597€.  17 

 18 

The payback time can be estimated based on a rough calculation for the decrease in aeration, 19 

hydrated lime, and methanol costs. The nitrogen load from Viikinmäki WWTP reject 20 

contributes to approximately 15% of its total nitrogen load (Helsingin seudun 21 

ympäristöpalvelut (HSY), 2018). Based on information received from the Viikinmäki WWTP 22 

(aeration = 90 m3-air/kg-N, 0.05 kWh/m3; chemicals = 5 kg-Ca(OH)2/kg-N and 2.8 kg-23 

CH3OH/kg-N) and supporting theoretical calculations while assuming 80% recovery 24 

efficiency and 50% market value for produced ammonium sulfate, the annual reduction of 25 

costs and profit from ammonium sulfate sales amounts to 1.52 M€. A 20-year payback period 26 

means that the NPHarvest energy and chemical costs need to be decreased to 1.25 €/m3. The 27 

specific cost of 5.16 €/m3 shown in Table 8 does not return any profit with this estimation. A 28 

drop of 75 % in these costs is not unreasonable, as the current process is unoptimized and 29 

small in scale. Our research group plans to work on further optimization. 30 

 31 
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Because maintenance and insurance costs are unlikely to be revealed to the public making, it 1 

is difficult to compare our process with the competing processes. Hence, the comparison of 2 

production costs is confined to the chemical consumption and operational costs for 3 

NPHarvest in different environments compared to two full-scale industrial applications of 4 

ammonia strippers as presented in Table 8. Each process handles significantly different waste 5 

streams (as reported in Table 1), thus making a direct comparison unreliable. Therefore, these 6 

values are the best estimate based on available information, and the authors believe that they 7 

represent a reliable comparison. Energy and chemical prices used in this study are presented 8 

in Table 9. It can be seen that the operational costs for NPHarvest—regardless of the source 9 

reject stream—are competitive with industrial-scale strippers. NPHarvest process have yet to 10 

undergo fine-tuning for chemical and energy consumption as a natural part of scaling up to 11 

industrial scale, but it shows good promise for the economic feasibility of the process. 12 

 13 

Table 8: Operational costs for two industrial applications and NPHarvest at different piloting sites. 14 

 Industrial 
evaporation 
stripper 

Small 
industrial 
stripper* 

NPHarvest  
Ämmässuo 
leachate  

NPHarvest  
Viikinmäki 
WWTP 
reject** 

NPHarvest  
urine 

Flow rate (m3/year) 190,000 6752.5 350 473 1165 

Energy (kWh/m3) 46 68.7 8.8 34 11.4 

NaOH (99 %) (kg/m3) 0.1 2.7 5.4 - - 

HNO3 (>80 %) (kg/m3) 0.1 - - -  

H2SO4 (98 %) (kg/m3) - 4.6 1.9 0.7 2.0 

Ca(OH)2 (kg/m3) - - - 9.2 4.6 

LKD (kg/m3) - -  4.6 - 

PAX XL 100 (30-40 %) 
(kg/m3) 

- - - 5.4 - 

Polymer (kg/m3) - - - 0.001 - 

Recovery % 95 - 80 85 70 

      

Energy costs €/m3 4.60 6.87 0.88 3.37 1.14 

Chemical costs €/m3 0.07 2.00 2.55 1.79 1.24 

Cost sum €/m3 4.67 8.87 3.43 5.16 2.38 

* Plant is under construction and will start operating in 2021. Numbers are based on the design of the 15 
plant, and as such recovery efficiency is not reported. The quality of the reject water to be treated at 16 
this plant has low SS concentration, making it most comparable with Ämmässuo leachate. 17 
** Process includes pretreatment and phosphorus recovery 18 
 19 
Table 9: Cost of energy and chemicals used. Prices are from Alibaba.com for all chemicals except for PAX XL 20 

100 and polymer (with prices provided by Kemira or its retailer). Prices per ton are estimated for bulk orders. 21 
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Cosst components                                Estimated values 

Energy  0.1 €/kWh 

NaOH (99% flakes) 400 €/tn 

HNO3 (68%) 300 €/tn 

H2SO4 (98%) 200 €/tn 

Ca(OH)2 powder 180 €/tn 

Mehanol (99%) 375 €/tn 

Ammonium sulphate (21 N% powder) 140 €/tn 

LKD powder* 0  

PAX XL 100 (30-40%) 600  €/tn 

Polymer (solid) 2000 €/tn 

* LKD was received without cost from Nordkalk. 1 
 2 

5. Conclusions and future recommendations 3 

Developed NPHarvest technology for the simultaneous recovery of nitrogen and phosphorus 4 

was tested in this study on a large scale with real waste streams, such as mesophilic digester 5 

and biogas plant reject, landfill leachate, and urine at industrial sites. Ammonium was 6 

converted to ammonia by raising the pH and after which it was stripped out of the solution 7 

using hydrophobic membrane tubes with acid flowing through them. The elevated pH level 8 

helped in precipitating phosphorus. Different hydraulic loads in the range of 12–133 L/h for 9 

varying treatment times were examined. Nitrogen recovery rates differ, depending on the 10 

waste stream, with the mesophilic digester reject having the highest rate and urine having the 11 

lowest rate. It is believed that solids and ammonia concentrations are the main determinant 12 

factors for the extent of the recovery measured in this study. The ammonia transfer rate 13 

across the hydrophobic membrane was calculated by plotting the recovered ammonia vs. 14 

time. The urine stream had the highest transfer rate, and biogas plant stream had the lowest. 15 

The mass transfer coefficient was computed using two different approaches, resulting in 16 

values in the order of 10-3 and 10-7 m/s. The two approaches showed that mass transfer 17 

coefficient decreases when increasing the initial concentration of nitrogen.  18 

Phosphorus was precipitated using an alkali environment for low suspended solids streams 19 

and precipitation and coagulation for high suspended solids streams. The recovery of 20 

phosphorus in the form of sludge varied between 79% and 97%. The quality of the process 21 

products (P-rich sludge and recovered ammonium salt solution) was assessed by measuring 22 

microbial, heavy metals, and micropollutant contamination. It was found that ammonium 23 
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sulfate can be applied safely in the fertilizer industry, while P-rich sludge may require further 1 

processing to improve its quality, especially with hazardous organic pollutants.  2 

The membrane properties before and after the tests were evaluated using SEM-EDS and 3 

contact angle measurements. It was observed that a moderate inorganic and organic fouling 4 

layer developed on the membrane along with minimum loss of membrane hydrophobicity 5 

during a 3-month long exposure to various reject streams. This highlights the robustness of 6 

NPHarvest and its potential for use with various feed characteristics. Thorough cost analyses 7 

were also conducted to estimate the capital and production costs of NPHarvest on a scaled-up 8 

capacity that matches the capacity of large wastewater treatment plants. Compared to existing 9 

technologies, NPHarvest production costs were found be attractive and competitive. Further 10 

investigation into developing this technology to operate in a greener and more cost-effective 11 

way is planned for future work. The effect of operating parameters—such as feed pH and 12 

flow rate as well as the type and strength of the striping acid on ammonia mass transfer—is 13 

another goal for our forthcoming research work. 14 
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Highlights  

 

• Several nutrient rich wastewater streams were successfully tested on the field. 

• Membrane contactor tolerates high SS concentrations without performance suffering. 

• High N recovery (up to 92.5 %) and transfer rate (481 mg/L.h) were observed. 

• Recovered ammonium sulphate can safely be applied in fertilizing industry. 

• NPHarvest has cost competitive energy and chemical consumption costs.  
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